Connecting clinical and business data

It’s likely your health system includes hundreds of applications, each serving a distinct function, to support your financial, clinical, and operational needs. Having data flow freely among systems and departments without sacrificing the clarity and integrity of information is critical. Bridging the divide between expenses and revenue capture is essential to improving efficiency and productivity for better financial results. It’s necessary to turn your data and insight into streamlined processes to reduce risk and improve patient care.

Trust industry experts

Most healthcare organizations lose efficiency because they rely on a maze of unconnected information silos. At the same time, the complexity and cost of maintaining information is constantly increasing. Many leaders of healthcare IT organizations simply don’t have the resources to address all of their connectivity needs—they need to rely on experts who are familiar with the best practices that have been proven across thousands of other healthcare organizations around the world. By teaming up with a software vendor that has decades of experience from thousands of implementations, you’ll know you’re following a process that is known to be successful. You get that experience from Infor®.

Infor specializes in industry-specific solutions, bringing decades of experience and targeted solutions to every connectivity challenge.
Rapid and robust connectivity

Why add risk and deplete scarce resources by building your own points of connection from scratch? With Infor Clinical Bridge, you’ll have a proven, pre-built adaptor for connecting Infor business applications and key clinical systems, such as Epic© and Cerner, throughout your healthcare organization. These adaptors are built to connect to specific data sources, map to the appropriate fields, and make this information available where it’s needed most, with your users when they need to make informed decisions.

When you take advantage of pre-built, fully tested adaptors to connect your software solutions, you’ll get up and running faster with the confidence that you’ll have all the functionality and reliability you need to get on with your work and focus on more pressing priorities.

With Infor Clinical Bridge you can:

- Capture supply demand automatically from your clinical systems.
- Automate your patient refund process, including status updates of checks.
- Flow patient information automatically between ADT, point of use, scheduling, case scheduling, and billing systems.
- Establish rapid connectivity between your clinical and business systems.
- Download pre-built, test connectivity adaptors with version control and Infor’s best practice expertise built-in.
- Transfer to Infor the responsibility to support the content of these connectors instead of relying on your internal IT staff.
- Provide surgery systems with complete and up-to-date information continuously.
- Track supplies used by high revenue areas such as the cath lab or interventional radiology.
- Automate posting of captured charges from clinical department inventory systems to your billing system.
- Automate your patient revenue posting process.
- Post utilization expenses, at the time of use, directly into your patient revenue system.
Reduce redundancy and bridge the divide

Your staff members want to give their full attention to patient care—but they can’t do that if they’re overburdened with administrative activities and financial paperwork. They shouldn’t have to spend precious hours reconciling the output of multiple, unconnected software systems; they need to focus on delivering care. You can’t eliminate all administrative tasks, but you can remove distracting and repetitive activities when you have rich, intelligent connections between your clinical software and your business systems.

By eliminating data silos and making information sharing automatic, you’ll reduce costs, prevent errors, and increase patient satisfaction. You’ll also create a more agile and efficient organization and use your technology more intelligently.

Learn more about Infor solutions for healthcare >